Scottish Hazards Centre

- Needed because 20 workers killed last year in Scotland is NOT the whole story!

www.facebook.com/ScottishHazards

@ScottishHazards

- £100,000 annual funding target
**FFACK Statement on International Workers’ Memorial Day - 28 April 2015 #IWMD15**

We come together today to collectively remember the dead and renew our commitment to fight like hell for the living.

**Scotland**

**Scottish Hazards**

1. The Scottish Hazards Campaign was established as a point for those committed to improving workplace safety and health.

**CROWN OFFICE AND PROCURATOR FISCAL SERVICE**

**CHARTER FOR BEREAVED FAMILY ACCESS TO INFORMATION AND LIASION WITH THE PROCURATOR FISCAL**

**The Smith Commission**

The Minister David Cameron announced that Lord Smith of Kelvin had been asked to take forward the devolution commitments on further powers for Scotland.
Today should be Michael’s 36th birthday, the tenth we’ve not been able to share with him. Since this time last year I’ve: told his story to more than 5000 people in the hope of stopping it happening to others; spoken at Workers’ Memorial events and a statue unveiling; urged politicians to take action in the Scottish Parliament; met many more inspiring safety reps, union activists and others; not to mention delivered (literally) the baby brother Ciarán was so desperate for! By this time next year, a Scottish Hazards Centre will be open, directly helping save life and limb. I’d much rather have just started today being able to write a card “To Mickey Tam, Happy Birthday, Lots of love, Weed, Michael, Ciarán and Connor Xxxx”
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